The control of spatial orientation of molecules has a great influence on the stereodynamics of elementary processes occurring both in homogeneous and heterogeneous phases. Nonpolar molecules have so far escaped direct experimental investigations because of their poor sensitivity to several external constraints. Recently, it has been shown that the collisional alignment produced in supersonic expansions coupled with molecular-beam velocity selection can help solve such problems. Here we show that the sticking probability of ethylene, a nonpolar molecule prototypical of unsaturated hydrocarbons, on an O 2 -precovered Ag͑001͒ surface is larger for molecules approaching in a helicopterlike motion than for those cartwheeling. A mechanism involving a weakly bound precursor state is suggested, with helicopter molecules having a lower chance of being scattered back into the gas phase than cartwheels when colliding with preadsorbed ethylene.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of overcoming steric hindrances, often located in entrance or exit channels of interaction potentialenergy surfaces controlling physical, chemical, and biological processes, is a current challenge in several areas of molecular sciences. In particular, the investigation of how molecules, state selected in the gas phase, interact with a solid surface represents a fundamental step towards the characterization of the nature and role of stereodynamical effects. The latter may lead to a better understanding of heterogeneous catalysis, thin-film deposition for the synthesis of new materials, and aspects of industrial chemistry where reactions are influenced by nearby surfaces. More specifically, the study of the interaction of unsaturated nonpolar hydrocarbons with metallic surfaces covered with O 2 is very important to clarify the dynamics of microscopic mechanisms involved in the catalytic epoxidation of such molecules.
In this paper we report on the dependence of the sticking coefficient S on the degree of alignment of the rotational angular momentum J of gas-phase C 2 H 4 molecules interacting with a metallic surface. Specifically, we investigated an O 2 -precovered Ag͑001͒ surface, cooled at T = 110 K, and observed a large stereodynamical effect in the adsorption process. The discovery of such an effect, in conditions of quite low oxygen precoverage, has been recently anticipated by us in a short communication.
1 Here we present a detailed report containing a wider range of data, including new important information on the influence of O 2 precoverage on ethylene sticking. The experiment involves a continuous supersonic molecular beam of C 2 H 4 , seeded either in He or in Ne, impinging at normal incidence on the surface at thermal ͑Ne͒ and hyperthermal ͑He͒ energies ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The C 2 H 4 molecules are rotationally relaxed ͑essentially J = 1 and J =2͒ having J either randomly oriented in space or aligned along the molecular-beam propagation direction.
The choice of the present experimental conditions ͑low surface temperature, low rotational states, and controlled collision energy͒ aims to characterize, in the clearest possible way, stereodynamical effects which may be important for surface catalysis, where such effects may be difficult to discern in real conditions, due to interference and overlap with other phenomena.
In the past, experimental investigations addressed the analysis of the alignment and/or orientation of molecules scattered off or desorbing from the surface by using resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization or laser-induced fluores-cence methods.
2-5 Such investigations were carried out without selection of the initial molecular orientation, even if the latter was already recognized long ago to be of basic importance 6 and was recently demonstrated to be fundamental for the understanding of gas-surface reactions. 7 Studies with state-prepared molecules became accessible only a few years ago and have been recently reviewed. 8 The first experiment which permitted the direct measurement of how a beam of oriented molecules interacts with a surface was reported by Kuipers et al. 9 for NO-scattered-off Ag͑111͒. The average reflection angle, energy transfer, and S were found to depend on the orientation of the molecule with respect to the surface. 10 Along this line, further measurements provided additional information on the role of steric effects on similar systems. [11] [12] [13] [14] In all these experiments the molecular orientation in the incoming beam was forced by electrostatic fields, a method which can be applied only to polar symmetric-top molecules.
Other methods to generate molecular orientation, developed in the last 25 years, include polarized laser light absorption, 15 intense nonresonant lasers, 16 and high electric or magnetic fields. 17, 18 Unfortunately they work only for molecules exhibiting particular features, such as a large polarizability anisotropy or a large dipole moment, and have not been extensively applied to surface science experiments.
An alternative approach is based on the evidence that the large number of elastic and inelastic collisions, occurring in the supersonic expansion of a seeded beam, can force the alignment of J. 19, 20 As demonstrated by some of the present authors for diatomic molecules such as O 2 ͑Ref. 21͒ and N 2 , 22 a pronounced dependence of the alignment degree on the final molecular speed can be obtained under specific conditions. 23 This implies a mechanical velocity selection to prepare molecular beams with a definite degree of alignment. Already successfully applied to gas-phase scattering experiments, 24 the method is now extended for the first time to surface science.
The purpose of the present work is twofold. Firstly, it contributes a better understanding of the absorption processes of apolar molecules, such as hydrocarbons on metallic surfaces, under conditions which may be of relevance for catalysis. Secondly, it introduces a novel experimental technique in surface science, which could be of general use for controlling molecular alignment. The choice of C 2 H 4 is motivated by its paradigmatic role in the study of gas-surface interaction 25 and is triggered by two recent observations: the occurrence of molecular alignment in supersonic seeded beams of hydrocarbons 26, 27 and the strong dependence on rotations of the sticking probability of C 2 H 4 on Ag. 28 Moreover, the ethylene-silver surface interaction is sufficiently weak to make steering unimportant. An O 2 precoverage was added to stabilize ethylene adsorption. 29, 30 Ethylene chemisorbs on Ag in a -bonded state with the C v C axis parallel to the surface 31 and close to O 2 , as demonstrated by scanning-tunnelling microscopy for the similar C 2 H 4 -O 2 -Ag͑110͒ system 32 and in agreement with density-functional calculations. 33, 34 Other molecules, such as propylene, and other substrates are currently under investigation in our laboratory with this technique, and we can anticipate that the preliminary results show a wide and interesting phenomenology.
II. MOLECULAR ALIGNMENT
The present preparation method of aligned molecules is based on the use of continuous seeded molecular beams, where the alignment of J is naturally generated by collisions during the supersonic expansion. 19, 20 It exploits the dependence of the degree of rotational alignment on the final molecular speed. [21] [22] [23] Collisions with faster carriers, operative in the formation of seeded beams, cause acceleration, bending of the rotational plane, and rotational relaxation. 23 Molecular alignment is tied to the cylindrical symmetry of the expansion. The velocity dependence of molecular polarization arises from the selectivity in the sequence of elastic and inelastic events which involve each molecule. This is a general phenomenon as demonstrated by the study of a variety of molecules, including O 2 ͑paramagnetic͒,
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N 2 ͑diamagnetic͒, 22 C 6 H 6 ͑aromatic͒, 27 and very recently C 2 H 2 and C 2 H 4 ͑unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbons͒. 26 For lighter molecules the experiments 21, 22, 26 suggest that when the nozzle source is operating at room temperature they basically relax into the lowest rotational levels ͑essentially J = 1 and J =2͒. Moreover, the slow speed tail ͑ST͒ of the molecularbeam velocity distribution, corresponding to velocities lower than 0.95 times the peak velocity max is essentially composed of molecules with an isotropic spatial distribution of J. In the language of angular momentum physics such a zero alignment situation corresponds to equally populated helicity states ͑the helicity quantum number M defines the projection of J along the beam axis and, indirectly, also the orientation of the molecular rotational plane with respect to the same axis͒. In contrast, the fast speed tail ͑FT͒ of the velocity distribution, involving velocities larger than 1.05 max , consists of highly aligned molecules, i.e., with a marked nonstatistical helicity state population. Specifically, for O 2 , N 2 , and C 2 H 2 ͑85± 10͒% of the molecules in FT belong to the FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Schematic of the experiment. C 2 H 4 molecules rotating along the principal axes impinge perpendicularly on Ag͑001͒, precovered with O 2 , and may stick in favorable configurations. Measurements have been performed using velocity-selected beams ͑a͒ in FT ͑see text͒ consisting mostly of molecules aligned as in cases 1, 2, and 3 and ͑b͒ in ST ͑see text͒ containing nearly randomly oriented molecules with a prevalence of case 4. zero helicity state. A proper velocity selection thus allows simultaneous control of molecular speed and molecular alignment. [21] [22] [23] 26 The gas-phase alignment of homonuclear diatomic ͑O 2 and N 2 ͒ and diatomiclike ͑C 2 H 2 ͒ molecules is usually described in terms of edge-on ͑low helicity͒ and broad-side ͑high helicity͒ flying modes, colloquially referred to as cartwheeling and helicoptering classical motions. The behavior of a polyatomic molecule such as C 2 H 4 depends on a set of rotational states, which can be described classically by combinations of rotations along three mutually perpendicular axes of inertia, one of which coincides with the molecular axis ͑the C v C bond͒. More specifically, C 2 H 4 is an asymmetric top, behaving similarly to a symmetric prolate top since it shows two inertia moments close in value and much higher than the third one. The differences in the inertia moments suggest that it also behaves, to a first approximation, like a homonuclear diatomic molecule. Rotationally relaxed and aligned C 2 H 4 populate selectively three types of rotational states ͑cases 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 1͒ . For two of them, J is perpendicular to the C v C bond and also to the beam propagation direction; they correspond thus to low helicity states, as in the case of a diatomic molecule. The third ͑case 1 in Fig. 1͒ has J nearly parallel to the C v C bond ͑similar to a symmetric top͒ and is then characterized by a high helicity. Molecules flying in the molecular beam in such "aligned" rotational states show a propensity to rotate the C v C bond on narrow cones ͑case 1 in Fig. 1͒ or on planes ͑cases 2 and 3 in Fig. 1͒ parallel to the beam propagation direction and therefore to behave like cartwheels when approaching the surface. For the same expansion conditions helicopters ͑case 4 in Fig. 1͒ are substantially suppressed.
Recent scattering experiments on supersonic beams of C 2 H 4 seeded in He, in Ne, and in their mixtures 26 have been performed with an apparatus different from the one used in the present investigations. It exploits collisions between projectile molecules, sampled within a beam divergence lower than 0.1°͓half-width at half maximum ͑HWHM͔͒ and with velocity selection within 2.5% ͑HWHM͒, and with Ar as a probe target, contained in a scattering chamber at a temperature of 90 K and at a pressure of Ϸ10 −3 mbar. Therefore, such an apparatus operates under angular and velocity resolution conditions sufficiently high to allow for the measurement of anisotropy effects in the integral cross section. Although such effects depend on the combination of collisional events occurring at different orbital angular momentum values ͑classically at different impact parameters͒, 22, 24 their measure probes the degree of molecular alignment directly within the same cylindrical symmetry of the expansion process.
However, the scattering method requires both an accurate description of the collisional dynamics of aligned molecules and a detailed knowledge of the interaction between the projectile molecule ͑ethylene͒ and the probe target ͑Ar͒. Several efforts and important advances have been made in recent years to solve such crucial questions ͑see, e.g., Refs. 26 Such observations suggest that a similar dependence of the alignment on the final speed in seeded beams can be reached by molecules with similar masses. However, its control, and the related molecular sampling, involves the use of specific experimental conditions. 23 The investigation of such a phenomenon stimulated us to build a simple and compact mechanical velocity selector, 37 combining a high transmission and a sufficient resolution, which can be easily implemented in other molecular-beam apparatuses and is suitable to control both molecular alignment and speed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
The present experiments have been performed in a recently modified apparatus ͑see Fig. 2͒ which couples an ultrahigh-vacuum ͑UHV͒ chamber ͑base pressure 2 ϫ 10 −10 mbar͒, where the sample is located, with a velocity-selected supersonic molecular beam. The original apparatus 38 has been successfully used to measure the sticking probability and to characterize the adsorption state for several systems. [39] [40] [41] Continuous seeded molecular beams have been generated, exploiting the supersonic expansion of gas mixtures containing C 2 H 4 ͓͑3.0± 0.5͒ % ͔ diluted either in He or Ne, from a source operated under conditions ͑pressure range, temperature, and shape of the nozzle͒ as close as possible to those of Ref. 26 ͑see also Ref. 42͒. Specifically, the nozzle is kept at room temperature and the average translational energy E of C 2 H 4 ͑corresponding to molecules flying at the most probable velocity max ͒ has been evaluated to be 0.36 and 0.12 eV for beams seeded in He and Ne, respectively.
A series of conical skimmers permits the attainment of a beam collimation at the sample of 0.16°͑HWHM͒. It ensures that the beam intensity profile is uniform across the spot at FIG . 2. The experimental setup couples a supersonic molecular-beam source, with three differentially pumped stages for beam collimation, to an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber, where the sample is located. The chamber is equipped with two mass spectrometers for time-of-flight and residual gas adsorption measurements, a high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectrometer ͑EELS͒ for checking surface cleanliness and the adsorption state of the admolecules, and a removable inert flag for retarded reflector measurements of the sticking probability. A novel, compact mechanical velocity selector is inserted along the beam path in the second stage of its collimation.
the sample position and that the achieved average degree of molecular alignment can be expected to be close to those of the experiments of Ref. 26 .
The speed of the molecules is controlled by varying the rotational frequency f of a mechanical velocity selector, recently inserted along the molecular-beam path in the second stage of collimation ͑the speed being related to f, as shown below͒. This device consists of two rotating slotted disks. 37 It has a lower velocity resolution and a higher transmission function with respect to larger devices, such as the one we have used to characterize the C 2 H 4 alignment degree 26 which is composed of eight disks. The higher transmitted intensity of the smaller device allows us to perform uptake experiments.
In order to adequately plan the sticking measurements we have carefully analyzed and compared the performances of the two velocity selectors. Figure 3 shows ͑as full circles͒ the C 2 H 4 intensities, measured as a function of f, transmitted by the present device ͑lower panel͒ and by the eight-disk selector ͑upper panel͒ inserted into the apparatus of Ref. 26 . In the case of the two-disk device a sequence of helical paths of different orders n ͑Ref. 37͒ is present as evident from the succession of maxima ͑referred to as n = 3 and n =4͒, while for the eight-disk selector a unique helical path is allowed ͑n =7͒. A Monte Carlo calculation, considering all the geometrical features of the selectors and the beam divergences, has been implemented in order to reproduce the observed behaviors. Fundamental to the simulation is the relationship between molecular alignment and molecular speed, referred to the forward direction in the laboratory frame and defined in absence of averaging effects due to resolution. Such a relationship has been estimated by merging results on C 2 H 4 ͑Ref. 26͒ with information on other molecules of similar masses. [21] [22] [23] 26 The simulations provide the proper relation between f and the selected nominal velocity, 37 the velocity transmission function, and also the effective molecular alignment in the selected beam. The latter is plotted as a cartwheel fraction, i.e., the relative population of molecules in rotational states with helicity M = 0. This fraction has been obtained for the two most populated rotational states in the molecular beam, J = 1 and 2, and for both experiments, averaging the alignment degree over the two different velocity transmission functions and beam divergences and assuming that C 2 H 4 behaves as a diatomic molecule ͑i.e., only the cases 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 represent the aligned states͒. 43 The simulations help to clarify the effect of the lower resolution of the present experiment on the control of the alignment degree; when using rotational frequencies f = 0.9f max and f = 1.1f max with the present low-resolution device, the alignment degrees are comparable with those obtained at f = 0.97f max and f = 1.03f max in the high-resolution device. 26, 44 The UHV chamber ͑see Fig. 2͒ is equipped with a removable flag which can be used to intercept the beam before the sample and with a quadrupole mass spectrometer ͑QMS͒ ͑not in line of sight͒, which is used to monitor the partial pressure of C 2 H 4 in the UHV chamber. The adsorption of C 2 H 4 from background pressure is negligible in the typical time of the experiment. The QMS signal is used both to measure the sticking coefficient S with the "King and Wells's method 45 " and to calibrate the velocity selector ͑see above and Fig. 3͒ .
The Ag͑001͒ surface is prepared following the usual procedures, 28 consisting of sputtering and annealing cycles at 700 K. Oxygen is deposited on the surface using a supersonic beam of O 2 seeded in He. The role of the O 2 precoverage is to promote C 2 H 4 adsorption.
As anticipated before, molecules traveling in ST and FT are expected to be nearly randomly oriented and with a defined degree of alignment while the average energies in ST and FT are 6% lower and 6% larger than E, 44 beam enters the chamber, with the increase observed for a pure beam of the same gas, calibrated by a spinning rotor gauge. In addition, the O 2 precoverages ⌰ O 2 have been calibrated by thermal-desorption experiments. 46 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Measurements of the sticking coefficient S have been performed at several different O 2 precoverages, using velocity-selected molecular beams, seeded in He or Ne, impinging perpendicularly on the silver surface. These measurements provide ample information on the influence of the O 2 precoverage on adsorption and highlight the effect of the C 2 H 4 coverage ⌰ C 2 H 4 on the anisotropy of the sticking coefficient, i.e., on its dependence on the alignment of gas-phase molecules.
An example of uptake experiments carried out with the silver surface kept at low O 2 precoverage is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4 , which reports the backscattered C 2 H 4 flux ⌽ C 2 H 4 recorded as a function of time t. S is determined from the missing flux normalized to the total flux. In the intermediate panel of the same figure ⌰ C 2 H 4 , obtained by integrating S over t and multiplying by ⌽, is plotted as a function of exposure ͑ = ⌽t͒. The corresponding dependence of S on ⌰ C 2 H 4 is given in the lower panel. As usual, the coverage is given in monolayers ͓ML͑1 ML= 1.18 ϫ 10 15 molecules/ cm 2 ͔͒ of the Ag͑001͒ surface. In addition, Figs. 5 and 6 show other results for S as a function of ⌰ C 2 H 4 , measured at different ⌰ O 2 by using velocity-selected beams seeded, respectively, in He and Ne. For all experimental conditions the initial sticking coefficient S 0 has been found to be independent of the selected tail of the velocity distribution and hence of molecular alignment. At higher ⌰ O 2 ͑see Figs. 5 and 6͒ the onset of the stereodynamical effect in the adsorption is shifted towards larger ⌰ C 2 H 4 . The difference in S between the two sets of velocity-selected molecules, belonging to the same molecular beam, cannot be due to the small difference in translational energy, which could justify variations in S Ͻ 0.04, nor to a change in the rotational distribution, which would favor lower J and hence cause a higher S for FT molecules, contrary to experimental evidence. 28 We estimated the S variation, due to the energy difference between ST and FT, directly from the energy dependence of S for the clean surface, which was measured at slightly lower T͑=105 K͒ ͑Ref. 28͒ ͑see right-hand panel of Fig. 7͒ . The correction ͑equal to 0.04͒ is an upper limit given the slightly higher crystal temperature at which the present experiments were performed. Indeed, no difference in S is observed in our present experiments on the clean surface, as demonstrated in the upper left panels of Figs. 5 and 6. Moreover, since O 2 preadsorption increases the adsorption energy of ethylene we would expect that around 0.36 eV the slope dS / dE would be even lower than on the clean surface, thus reducing further the difference in S between FT and ST.
The small influence of the collision energy on the observed stereodynamical effect is evidenced when comparing measurements carried out with beams seeded in He and Ne impinging on O 2 /Ag͑100͒ at the same ⌰ O 2 . The impinging molecules have in the two cases very different collision energies and possibly slightly different rotational state distributions but show very similar stereodynamical effects at low and intermediate ⌰ O 2 . If translational energy were mainly responsible for the observed effects we should, on the contrary, expect a monotonic change in the S͑⌰͒ curves when increasing the energy from ST in Ne to FT in He, contrary to experimental evidence.
Flux is not important either, since on selecting the central part of each velocity distribution ͑corresponding to a factor of 2 increase in flux͒ we obtain results intermediate between ST and FT.
To better emphasize similarities and differences in the experimental findings provided by measurements performed using FT and ST of C 2 H 4 beams seeded in He and Ne, the ⌰ C 2 H 4 value corresponding to the maximum sticking S max ͑see lower panel in Fig. 4͒ is reported as a function of ⌰ O 2 in Fig. 8 . The measured trends confirm that, for both He and Ne, a stereodynamical effect is active in presence of O 2 , at least at low and intermediate ⌰ O 2 . At lower energy ͑upper panel͒ the effect seems to be larger even if it tends to disappear for the highest ⌰ C 2 H 4 value.
Additional experiments, 47 performed under higher angular resolution conditions ͑beam divergence ϳ0.1°͒ and involving a more pronounced modulation of the beam intensity as a function of the rotational frequency of the selector, confirmed the basic features described above.
V. DISCUSSION
The present experiments contribute to define quantitatively the role of O 2 precoverage on the trapping of C 2 H 4 molecules on an Ag͑001͒ surface. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the effect of O 2 admolecules is not only of a chemical nature ͑chemical interactions vanish within intermolecular distances of the order of a fraction of a nanometer͒ since it is large already at very low ⌰ O 2 , indicating that trapped C 2 H 4 molecules live long enough to reach the preadsorbed O 2 admolecules which allow them to chemisorb. The area explored by the C 2 H 4 molecule, around the position of the first impact, before desorbing, needs then to be at least of the order of the square of the mean distance between the O 2 admolecules, i.e., about six lattice spacings at 0.03 ML͑Ϸ2.8 nm 2 ͒. The pronounced differences in S, observed at low coverage, suggest that the stereodynamical effect cannot be accounted for by considering only the first strike against the surface; we rationalize our findings by postulating the existence of a mobile precursor which allows the incoming molecules to look for the site where they can stably adsorb. The absence of a stereodynamical effect in S 0 indicates that the steric anisotropy in adsorption is mainly determined by already adsorbed C 2 H 4 .
A reasonable mechanism, to be proved or improved by future extensive dynamical calculations, involves the following sequence of events. At the first strike against the surface molecules lose most of their translational energy E, either promoting phononic surface excitation or exciting internal motions. This is a necessary condition, independent of the rotational state of the adsorbing molecules, 48 to obtain their trapping. After being trapped, molecules have a definite probability to perform a given number of bounces, thereby exploring the surface.
Rotationally relaxed and aligned molecules ͑the cartwheels of cases 2 and 3 in Fig. 1͒ and those colliding head on ͑case 1 in Fig. 1͒ can transform a large part of E into internal energy, since they hit the target with the best configuration to undergo rotational excitation. 49 The successive hits, occurring at lower kinetic energy with a relatively cold surface, cannot induce further rotational excitations. A possible route to bend the molecular plane may be operative in the presence of steering forces such as those generated by the deep potential well at a chemisorption site ͑near the O 2 adunits͒.
A molecule impinging as a helicopter shows a much smaller propensity to be rotationally excited, remains rotationally cold, and dissipates the main part of E in phononic surface excitation. In the successive motion along the surface it behaves as a nearly free slow rotor, and when approaching closer to the surface it is already parallel to it, as in the chemisorbed state. 31, 32 This configuration favors therefore the passage from the precursor to the chemisorbed state.
This simple mechanism should imply a different rate of adsorption also for the first cartwheel and helicopter molecules arriving at the surface, i.e., it affects the initial sticking coefficient. A clear difference is, however, not seen in our experiments, being probably small and below the present apparatus sensitivity ͑limited by the signal-to-noise ratio͒. These findings indicate that, for the present system, the anisotropy of interaction substantially compensates possible dynamical effects associated with the rotational state, making the adsorption nearly isotropic, or in other words independent of the initial molecular alignment. On the other hand, collisions between C 2 H 4 in the still unthermalized precursor and already chemisorbed C 2 H 4 molecules lying flat on the surface are stereodynamically sensitive. They favor the conversion to the chemisorbed state for helicopters and the reflection into the gas phase for cartwheels, via rotational to translational energy reconversion. This possible mechanism justifies the enhancement of S anisotropy with ⌰ C 2 H 4 . Moreover, it agrees with the observed pronounced effects for both He-and Ne-seeded beams at the same ⌰ O 2 . In the latter case the E to be dissipated is lower and the mechanism illustrated above occurs on a slower time scale, involving also a minor number of rebounds and hence a larger probability of conserving the alignment. This implies that what matters is basically the first collision between a chemisorbed C 2 H 4 and a C 2 H 4 molecule still in the precursor state, i.e., having enough energy to be redirected into the gas phase. The presence of a steric effect at both low ⌰ O 2 and low ⌰ C 2 H 4 is then due to the relative importance of C 2 H 4 -C 2 H 4 and C 2 H 4 -O 2 collisions.
Explaining the results at high ⌰ O 2 is more difficult and requires further assumptions. A correlation may be attempted with the observed presence of two different adsorption sites for O 2 on Ag͑001͒, fourfold hollow and bridge, 50 which are equally populated up to a coverage of 0.10 ML, while bridge site population dominates thereafter. The saturation population of the fourfold hollow O 2 moiety is 0.05 ML on Ag͑001͒. This value coincides with the ⌰ C 2 H 4 at which the uptake curves for aligned and random molecules start diverging ͑see Figs. 5 and 6͒. At high ⌰ O 2 , the chemisorbed C 2 H 4 are close to more than one O 2 admolecule. Since the latter may be either in fourfold hollow or bridge sites, there are several inequivalent absorption sites for C 2 H 4 . The onset of the stereodynamical effect at ⌰ C 2 H 4 = 0.05 ML might be explained assuming that only collisions involving C 2 H 4 lying between bridge site O 2 molecules are stereosensitive and that chemisorption at heterogeneous couples is favored with respect to homolitic ones. The existence of different ethylene adsorption sites depending on oxygen precoverage, suggested here to explain our data, has been recently experimentally demonstrated for atomic oxygen-covered Ag͑110͒ ͑Ref. 51͒ and Ag͑111͒ ͑Ref. 52͒ and for molecular oxygencovered Ag͑110͒.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated for C 2 H 4 /O 2 -Ag͑001͒ that the dynamics of adsorption, initially independent of the J direction of the C 2 H 4 projectile both for the bare and the O 2 -covered Ag͑001͒, is strongly influenced by rotational alignment at intermediate C 2 H 4 coverage. The stereodynamical effect arises from the interaction between C 2 H 4 in a still nonthermalized precursor state and C 2 H 4 already chemisorbed at the surface. The collision with the flat-lying chemisorbed molecules favors adsorption for helicopters and reflection into the gas phase for cartwheels. O 2 acts only as a promoter for C 2 H 4 adsorption, collisions between C 2 H 4 and O 2 being stereoinsensitive.
While at low oxygen precoverage the behavior of molecules selected in ST and FT differs immediately, at larger, but still moderate, ⌰ O 2 ͑i.e., 0.1 ML͒ the ethylene uptake curves for FT and ST are nearly identical until a critical hydrocarbon coverage is reached, probably corresponding to the population of different adsorption sites in the mixed oxygen-ethylene layer. The stereodynamical effects are largest at intermediate ethylene coverage, thus disclosing a rich and still unexplored dynamics in a coverage range which mimics real catalytic conditions, when several coadsorbates are present and competing interactions between each other and with the substrate may determine the overall activity.
The dependence on ⌰ O 2 both of the ethylene initial sticking coefficient and of the magnitude of its anisotropy can be accounted for if a mobile and nonthermal precursor state exists, keeping some memory of the initial helicity state long enough to sample several lattice spacings around the initial impact position of the incoming hydrocarbon molecule. It is interesting to stress the analogies between the role of the precursor state in adsorption and that of weakly bound complexes, operative in gas-phase collisions and determining selectively the probability of elastic, inelastic, and reactive events. 53, 54 Last but not least, this method of alignment can be easily extended to other nonpolar molecules, opening the way to systematic investigations of the stereodynamics of adsorption. We are presently applying this novel approach to study stereodynamical effects on various surfaces ͑bare Ag, bare Pd, and oxygen-covered Pd͒ and for several absorbing molecules ͑O 2 , C 2 H 4 , and C 3 H 6 ͒ and preliminary results show a rich phenomenology ranging from no effect to large effects.
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